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Ten Little Bunnies

by Nurit Karlin • illustrated by Hans Wilhelm
Ten little bunnies danced in a line
Full of pep, one missed a step...

Let's get this show on the road!

and then there were nine.
Nine little bunnies hopped through a gate. Hippity hop, one couldn’t stop...

Yippee!

BONK!

and then there were eight.
Eight little bunnies looked up to heaven.
Bzz! Bzz! What did they see? A busy bumblebee...

and then there were seven.
Seven little bunnies carried some bricks. 
That wasn't easy, one felt so queasy...

and then there were six.
Six little bunnies went for a drive.
Vroom, vroom, a witch on a broom...

Sweep!

and then there were five.
Five little bunnies knocked on the door.
Knock, knock, who's there? A big, angry bear...

This had better be good!

SLAM!

and then there were four.
Four little bunnies climbed up a tree.
Way, way up, a flying saucer and a cup...

SWOOOSH!

I have to go to the bathroom!

and then there were three.
Three little bunnies went to the zoo.
Oh, what fun! There’s the tiger—
Run! Run! Run!

and then there were two.
Two little bunnies ate bun after bun.
Yummy! Yummy! One stuffed his tummy...

and then there was one.
One little bunny, alone in a nook, with one little stick and one magic trick...

This had better work!
Bonk!
Oops!
Slam!
Help!
Whoosh!
Crash!
Sting!
Boom!

And look!
All ten little bunnies are back in the book!
Shucks, it was nothing.